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Aminco International (USA) Inc. 
is one of the world’s largest 
designer and manufacturer of 
emblematic jewelry and acces-
sories. Established in 1978, we 
have since grown to become a 
leader in the advertising special-
ty and licensed products indus-
try. Aminco is o�cially licensed 
to distribute the merchandise of 
many professional sports teams, 
the military and 150 colleges, for 
lapel pins and accessories. 
Aminco designs and manufac-
tures a wide assortment of 
products, such as lapel pins, key 
tags, magnets, bag tags, coins, 
lanyards and fashion accesso-
ries. If you do not see the item 
you are looking for or are 
looking for custom packaging, 
please contact our top-notch 
customer service that can assist 
you with design and pricing.

Aminco is a Female 
Minority-owned

California Corporation
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NEED IT IN A HURRY? 
                                          
See all the in-stock merchandise 
thru-out the catalog. 
Full color photo insert. 

FAST SHIP ITEMS 5 DAYS SHIP

Photo Emblem Pins
PNPH

Challenge Coins
CN-0001

US Flag Patch 
USP-EM-573

Ribbon Pins
DE-1048

Wood Ornament 
Base-0012-ONM-GLBE

Ugly Sweater
ONM-0016

Leather Keytag Photo Insert 
LKT-013

Opener Nail Clipper/File
Key Chain

KT-256

Real House Key
Key Ring
KT-208

Diamond  Edge Money 
Clip MC-945
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LAPEL PINS
Cloisonné ll™
Cloisonné ll is hard enamel,
hand polished and flush to the 
die struck metal line. Tiny details can be laser 
printed directly on the Cloisonné II™.
Price Includes:
Custom Shape
Up to 4 PMS colors
Nickel or brass plating
Military or rubber clutch
Production 20 days after art approval

DIE STRUCK

Soft Enamel
Soft enamel is deep between the metal                  
lines which shows dimension. 
Optional epoxy dome can be 
added for that flat surface look.
Price Includes:
Up to 4 PMS colors
Nickel or brass plating
Military or rubber clutch
Production 20 days after art approval

Cloisonné II™ W/Cutout

Cloisonné II™

Cloisonné II™ W/Dangler

Cloisonné Il™ W/Embellishments

Cloisonné II™ W/Print

Enamel W/Glitter

Iridescent Plated Pin
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LAPEL PINSDIE STRUCK

A quaint old-fashion look with antique plating.
Raised areas are polished to a lighter shade and 
recessed areas are darkened with antique plating
Price Includes:
Antique brass, nickel, or bronze plating
Military or rubber clutch
Production 20 days after art approval

Antique

Die struck with a high quality jewelry appearance.
The raised areas and plating provide a two tone finish.
Color fill can be added as well as stones.
This high-end process is a popular option for gift giving and 
years of service.
Two tone brass or nickel plating.  Military or rubber clutch.
Production 20 days after art approval

Oro-Clad
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PHOTO EMBLEM PINS
Stock shape pins in a circle, rectangle or square plated in 
brass, nickel or black with a full color photo emblem.
Great option for your last minute needs. 
Production 5 working days. 

LAPEL PINS
Cast pins offer a 2D or 3D effect with more 
dimension than die struck. This process is best 
used for cutout letters or designs to 
add more features and detail.
Military or rubber clutch
Production 20 days after art approval 

CAST PINS
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LAPEL PINS
Budget minded, print lends a lot of style.
Stainless steel, aluminum or brass with
either 3 spot colors or 4 color off-set print
PMS color match on spot print.
Epoxy dome
Military or rubber clutch
Production 20 days after art approval

PRINT PINS

WOOD PINS AND KEY RINGS
Looking for something a little different? 
Natural wood shading
Laser engraved logo on one side.
Military clutch or split key ring
Production 20 days after art approval 
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CUSTOM PIN CARD IDEAS
Increase the value and recognition to tell a story on a custom card to accent the pin. 
Add character and style to your product with custom designed packaging.  
Perfect for pin trading, collector sets and special event messages. 
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PATRIOTIC AND AWARENESS
Raise awareness about issues
that affect us all from ribbon pins 
supporting breast cancer, organ donors,
child abuse and  HIV.  Wear the red dress  
for support and awareness of women’s heart disease. 

Wear a Military Armed Forces pin or the US flag pin,
revealing your support and pride.
Production 5 days for in-stock
20 working days for overseas after art approval. 

Ribbon Pin and Red Dress
DE-1048A Red Ribbon
DE-1048B Pink Ribbon
DE-1048C Blue Ribbon
DE-1048D Green Ribbon
DE-1053 Red Dress

Military Pin 
PN-503
USMAM Army
USMNA  Navy 
USMMC Marines
USMAF Airforce

Stock Flag Pins
EPP-1003 God Bless America
EPP-1007 US Flag
EPP-1010 US Flag Heart
EPP-1011 US Flag Ribbon
EPP-1012 US Flag Guitar
EPP-1013 US Flag Boot 

USA Flag Key Ring
BK-1106-BK

USA Embroidered Patch
USP-EM-573 

USA Coin Purse
USP-WA-542

Ribbon Pins Red Dress Pins

Flag Pins

Embroidered Patch

US Key Ring

US Coin Purse

Military Pins
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MEDALLIONS
Medallions are imperative for service recognition, athletes and marathons,  
and as a symbol of achievement and service. Offered in custom size and 
shapes in brass, iron or zinc metal. Optional enamel colors can enhance your 
medallion and make it truly unique. Neck ribbons are available to complete 
the medallion look.   
Production 20 days after art approval.
For quick turn time, select a 2-1/2” stock
medallion and a choice of three platings gold,
nickel or bronze, with a full color photo insert.
Production 5 working days for in-stock

Stock Medallions
MD-001
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CHALLENGE COINS
Challenge coins are an All-American tradition for the military and service
organizations which are collectible by recipients awarded.   
The award honors one’s membership, achievements of excellence, 
or commemorates a meaningful event.  Available in a variety of metal 
finishes, colors, and one or two sided design. 
Production 20 days after art approval 

Need it in a hurry?  We have stock 1-3/4”, double sided
challenge coins with a full color photo insert.
Production 5 working days for in-stock

Stock Coins
CN-0001

Iridescent Coins

3D Coins
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PVC
A variety of bright and flexible products that offers a creative 
and fun alternative to give your brand dimension.
Price Includes:
6 PMS colors, custom shape
with multi 2D levels.
Phthalate free and Non-toxic.
Production 20 days after art approval. 

PINZ™/MAGNETZ™/COASTERZ™/SHOE CHARMS

Magnetz™

Pinz™ 

Coasterz™ Shoe Charms

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Shoe Charms Key Chain
(charms not included)
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PVCKEYTAGZ™
These keytagz™ are bright and flexible. PVC keytagz™ 
offer a sculpted look using a 2D or 3D mold 
and can be one or two sided.
Pricing includes up to 6 PMS colors.    
Non-toxic and Phthalate free.
Production 20 days after art approval.

ZIPPER PULLZ™
PVC zipper pullz™  includes up to 6 PMS colors and a 
nylon cord or metal pull.  Zipper pullz™ are great 
for backpacks, sports bags, purses, jackets, 
or even briefcases.  
Non-toxic and Phthalate free.
Production 20 days after art approval.
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BAG TAGS

LEATHER

Our PVC bag tags are 2D with up to 6 vibrant colors or 4 color offset print making it easy to 
spot anywhere. Tags are available in custom shapes and your choice of a write-on back, 
slip in card or a security flap for ID security.
Non-toxic and Phthalate free.
Production 20 days after art approval. 

Leather or leatherette bag tags in a wide variety of colors with a debossed or print logo, a leather 
strap, and backside security flap.
Add a little sparkle to your bag tag in a wide array of colors or sparkle, one color print or 4 color 
offset with security flap backside. 
Production 20 days after art approval. 

PVC

SPARKLELEATHERETTE
          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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KEY CHAINSSTOCK
A creative way to get your brand in many hands with a large selection of Stock Key Tags.
Key tags can be customized with a full color photo insert for your organization name, logo or message.
Production 5 days.  

Rectangle Key Ring
KT-1106-BK

Spinning Wheel Key Chain
KT-238N

Spinning Key Chain
KT-221

Compact Key Tag
KT-269

Black Leather Key Ring
LKT-013

Vintage Heart Key Ring
KT-1080Real House Key

Key Ring
KT-208

Carabiner Key Ring
KT-1126

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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KEY CHAINS
For that something unique and special,
we offer a variety of key tags from leather
to sparkling mesh and dangle multi charm key tags.
Production 20 working days after art approval

UNIQUE AND SPECIAL

Leather Key Ring die struck insert
LKT-013

Dangle Charm Key Chain
DKTC2

Sparkle Mesh Key Holder
SMKR

Braided Leatherette Key Ring
BLLKR

Leatherette Air Tag Holder
ATLLPR

Touchless Key Ring
TOCHLKR1P

Leather Polished Metal Key Ring
LTMKR

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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KEY CHAINSCUSTOM
Create custom key chains with a logo or message in a 2D or 3D design.
Die struck or cast are available in your choice of metal finishes and color fills.
Select a stainless steel key chain in your choice of up to
4 print colors or a 4 color process.
Production 20 days after art approval.

Die Struck
KTDSEB

Cast
KTIJ

Print
KTPRSS
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KEY HOLDER-WRISTLET
Polyester or nylon wrist strap with a split ring, carabiner or lobster claw. Great way to keep your keys 
close with this handy wristlet.  In a variety of stock colors or custom PMS dye color.
Production 20 days after art approval.

Reflective Key Holder
RKH-PR

Deluxe Key Holder
DKHPR-NY

Key Holder W/ Lobster Claw
KHPR-LOB

Carabiner Key Holder
CKH-PR

Sparkle Key Holder
KHSP-PR 

Key Holder
KHPR-SR 
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GOLFKeep on par with our collection of hat clips and golf accessories.
In stock with full color logo on the ball markers, divot tools and hat clip/ball markers.
A handy carabiner bottle holder with a one color screened logo to keep your beverage close.
Production 5 working days for in-stock.
Production  20 days for overseas.

Custom Bag Tag
CBT

Stock Hat Clip/Ball Marker
CC-B003

Custom Ball Marker/Stock Hat Clip
CC-B004

Custom Ball Marker/Hat Clip
CC-B002

Ball Marker
BMB

Stock Dimple Divot Tool/Ball Marker
With Money clip

ADT-006

Stock Divot Tool/Ball Marker
ADT-002

Stock Divot Tool
ADT-007

Custom Carabiner Bottle Holder
CWHPR

Stock Dimple Divot Tool/Ball Marker
ADT-005

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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BOTTLE OPENERS
The key to opening your branding efforts lies with these unique bottle opener key rings.
Customize with a full color photo emblem.
Production 5 working days

BOTTLE OPENERS KEY CHAINS - STOCK

Key Opener
KT-243N

Nail Clipper/File/Opener
KT-256

Dog Tag Opener
KT-1031

Bottle Opener
Nickel/Black

LKT-213

Bottle Cap Opener
BK-949

Architect Bottle Can Opener
BK-943
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BOTTLE OPENERS
Looking for an opener that is different and out of the ordinary?

Our key strap and carabiner strap bottle openers, makes it accessible around your wrist. 
Bottle cap and PVC openers with magnet back easily affixes to your refrigerator
for the convenience of opening up a cold one.
Our stock credit card look bottle opener is thin enough to carry in your wallet or you can 
order with full magnet back.
Production 5 days for in-stock.
20 working days for overseas production.

Key Strap Opener
KSBOPRFC

Carabiner Strap Opener
KSCO

Stock Bottle Cap Opener/Magnet
PC-31

PVC Openers
BOPVM

Stock Credit Card Look Opener
BK-1173

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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WINE ACCESSORIES
Dazzle your clientele with these decorative accessories they won’t “wine” about! The bottle stopper 
is a necessary tool offered in a stock or custom design.  And for the gatherings add a charm to your 
glass to identify it. Charms are available in stock shapes with a full color photo insert.  
Custom designs are available with die struck, cast or print options.  
We also carry in stock, patriotic, holiday and wine theme charms, in set of six.      
Production 5 days of in-stock
20 working days for overseas production.

Stock Bottle Stopper
SA-218

Custom Bottle Stopper
CWS-1S

3D Cast Wine Charm
WCIJ

Photo Emblem Charm
FJ-1029

Print Stainless Charm
WCP

Die Struck Charm
WCDSE

Photo Emblem
with Border Charm

FJ-1098

Stock 6 Piece Wine Sets
DL-SS2

Stock 6 Piece Holiday Sets
DL-SS6

Stock 6 Piece Patriotic Sets
DL-SS3

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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LANYARDS
POLYESTER LANYARD
Our lanyards are offered in tube, woven, flat or bright neon style using polyester material.  
These lanyards are perfect for concerts, tradeshows, conventions, sporting events, etc.  Available in a 
wide variety of colors or options and includes the  standard split ring, j-hook or bulldog attachment. 
Premium attachments are available.
Production 20 working days after art approval.  

Raised Print Polyester Lanyard
LNPLO75

Tube Lanyard    
LNTUOWoven Lanyard

LNWO

Neon Lanyard
LNNEO

Polyester Lanyard
LNPL

Standard Attachments

ROUND SPLIT RING 
& J-HOOK
LAT-011

PLASTIC SWIVEL HOOK
LAT-012

SPLIT RING
LAT-02

BARREL NECK
SAFETY BREAKAWAY

LAT-08
$0.12(A)SAFETY BREAKAWAY

LAT-09
$0.18(A)

Upgrade Attachments

BOTTLE OPENER
LAT-088
$1.00(A)

LOBSTER CLAW
LAT-04

$0.12(A)

DELUXE CLIP
LAT-05

$0.34(A)

MOBILE PHONE 
RELEASE BUCKLE

LAT-07
$0.12(A)

DETACHABLE  BUCKLE
LAT-06

$0.28(A)

J-HOOK
LAT-01

BULL DOG
LAT-03

NEW!

Holographic Lanyard
CASI-LNHTIR
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LANYARDS
These 36” lanyards will make your logo pop!
Polyester with a heat transfer logo, reflective, sparkle and nylon all come with a one color print and 
standard or premium attachment.
Production 20 working days after art approval.

Heat Transfer
LNHT

Reflective
LNRF

Sparkle
LNSP

Nylon
LNNY

Bottle Holder
LNPBH

Shoelaces
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LANYARD ACCESSORIES/BADGE REEL
36” blank polyester lanyard with a full color photo insert and badge reel.
Keep your glasses handy with a 30” polyester eyeglass holder, one color print and
an adjustable bead lock.
Stock badge reels with a full color photo insert.
Traditional reels stocked in 4 colors and the
carabiner reel is stocked in white only. 
Production 20 working days after art approval.

SHOELACES/TICKET HOLDER
Polyester shoe laces in a variety of
colors or custom dye to match your needs.
3/8” width and three different lengths are available.
Production  20 working days after art approval. 

Badge Reel Lanyard
LNBR

Eyeglass Holder
LNPEH

Badge Reels 
PC-28

Carabiner Badge Reel
BH-972

Shoelaces

Badge Holder
IDH-001

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Ticket Holder
TH-001

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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PATCHES
Embroidered Patches
Embroidered patches never go out of style and are a perfect way to show off your brand.
Patches can be custom shaped and include up to 7 colors per design. 
Pricing is offered in 50% to 100% coverage and either a merrowed or heat-cut border.
Woven patches are good for small detail and lettering that will maintain the crisp look of your logo.  
Woven patches are offered in up to 5 colors with 100% coverage.
Leather patches for a rugged look and a debossed logo. 
Production 20 working days after art approval.

Heat-Cut Border
PTEM

Leather Patch
LPOB

Woven Patches
PTOW

Merrowed Border
PTEM
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Appliques
PTAQ

Embroidered Lapel Pin
PNEM

PATCHES
Embroidery
Embroidery isn’t limited to just a patch.
Be creative with our embroidered appliques, key straps, bag straps and lapel pins too!
Appliques are 100% embroidered with a self-adhesive backing.  
Lapel pins are embroidered and have a military clutch.
The embroidered key and bag straps can be one or two side embroidered and have a
split ring attachment.
Production 20 days after art approval. 

PVC Patches
PTPVC

The embroidered key tag and bag straps
KTEM
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Personalized magnets come in all shapes and sizes with a full magnet back.
A magnet memo or note clip can help you stay organized. 
Custom shape aluminum magnets for fridge, a full-color PVC magnet or bottle opener magnet
are just a few of the magnet options we offer.
Production 5 days in-stock 
20 days for overseas after art approval.

MAGNETS

3” x 2” Magnet in Stock
PC-30

Aluminum Magnets
MGPRA

Memo Clip Magnet
MG-1135

PVC Magnets 
MGPVC

Magnetic Note Clip
MGNCPVC

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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SILICONE RUBBER 
Keep your promotion classic with the popular wrist accessory.  The silicone wristband is available in 
the standard sizes of 1/2” or 1” width and can use a print or debossed logo. For something different 
take a look at the link style or a dual logo bracelet too!  These are available with a print logo only.
The classic key strap can take a printed or debossed logo and can be used as
a key ring or wristband. 
Production 20 days after art approval.

Strap Key Ring
KTSRP

Smart Phone Accessories 
Eliminate those bulky wallets and use the silicone phone pocket that attaches to the back of your 
phone with 3M tape. Available with or without snap closure. Hold your phone with ease with our fashion 
finger rings.  Select an acrylic finger ring in a custom shape in full color, or a metal stock finger ring in a 
rectangle or round shape with a full color photo insert.
Take a look at the silicone Airpod Carrying Case.  It’s handy and a great way to promote your brand. 
Production 20 days after art approval 

1/2” Bracelets printed and Debossed
BCSRP50

1” Bracelets printed and debossed
BCSRP000

Dual Logo Bracelet
BCSRPDL Link Bracelet

BCSRPLN

AirPod Silicone Carrying Case
SPPAPCSnap Closure

Smart Phone Pocket
SPPPVCSmart Phone Pocket

SPPPR Custom Shape Acrylic
Finger Ring Phone Holder

ACPR

Stock Shape
Finger Ring Phone Holder

MSC-1758
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Pet ID Tags
Stainless steel pet tags with an etched one color logo available in 5 stock shapes:  Bone, circle, star, 
or crown available in 1-1/8” and the heart is 1-3/16”.
Production 20 days after art approval.

PET ACCESSORIES

Pet Leash 
For security of your pet, a 60” x 3/4” leash. Includes a heavy duty carabiner and a one color print logo.
Available in nylon or polyester stock colors or custom PMS dye color.

Pet Collars 
Polyester or nylon pet collar 20” x 1/2” or 28” x 1”.  Includes a D-ring, snap-clip, plastic loop and
plastic adjustable buckle. Stock colors or PMS dye color and a 1color print.

Aluminum
4 Color Offset

DTPRAFC

BASE-0014-PTG BASE-0017-PTGBASE-0016-PTG BASE-0018-PTGBASE-0015-PTG

PELPL

PECPL
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DOG TAGS
Dog Tags remain a popular and classic neckpiece.  Our line offers a variety of options with a print or 
etched logo.  Dog tags are fashionable and a fun addition to your marketing campaign.  All tags are 
2” x 1-3/16” and include a 24” nickel free ball chain. 
Production 5 days for in-stock.
Production 20 days for overseas after art approval.

Aluminum
4 Color Offset

DTPRAFC

Aluminum
Stamped 

DTST

Aluminum
1 Screen Print

DTPR1 

Stainless Steel
Opener/Print
DTBOPRSS1

Aluminum Full Color
Photo Dome

DTPH

Stainless Steel
Etched
DTET

NAME BADGES
Customized name badges.  Create your own name badge in full color print with a choice of plating 
option & two sizes.  These badges come with a dual magnet backing.  Capture your customers eye 
to your customized badge that will surely trigger who they have met.
Nickel or Brass Plating. 3” X 1” or 3” X 1-1/4”.

BASE-0022-NB100-N

BASE-0023-NB125-N

BASE-0022-NB100-B

BASE-0023-NB125-B
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Fashionable polished nickel purse/bag holder with a 1-1/4” diameter logo area is offered with a solid 
polished metal edge or clear stones for some bling. Our compact mirror is very popular and handy.  
The case is 2-1/2” diameter with a 2X magnifying mirror.  Both items come with a full color photo 
insert. Hair accessories include our fabric hair tie/bracelet or elastic headbands.  
The hair tie/bracelet is 10” x 5/8” polyester with custom background color plus 1 color print.
The headband is 10-1/4” x 5/8” with many options for background colors and print.  
All of these women’s accessories are loved by women of all ages.  
Production 5 Days in-stock
20 days for overseas production 

WOMEN’S ACCESSORIES

Bling Purse/ Bag Holder
PH-B003N

Polished Nickel
Purse/ Bag Holder

PH-B005N

Fabric Hair Tie/ Bracelet
HTPR

Headbands
HBFCHT

Compact Mirror
CM-001

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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MEN’S ACCESSORIES
Recipients will keep your brand in their pocket with these money clips with die struck or a full color photo insert. 
A 3” multi-tool carabiner features a knife, scissors, screwdriver, and bottle opener all in one with print logo
included. Custom cuff links for the elegant and stylish look, 7/8” die struck logo with up to 4 enamel colors.
Optional leatherette box .  A stylish style braided leather bracelet, with a debossed logo, or a leather adjustable 
bracelet with a metal emblem. 
Production 5 days in-stock 
20 days for overseas after art approval.

Spring Money Clip
AMC-001

Multi-Tool Carabiner
KT-1000

Diamond  Edge Money Clip 
MC-945

Braided Leather Bracelet
BCLTST

Leather Strap Bracelet
BCLT 

Cuff Link Set

Custom Cuff Link 
CFDSE
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It’s a fashionable way to show affiliation,style, and your personal message. Buckles are commonly used 
by a wide range of people, including popular business brands, rodeo events, and military personnel.
Choose from a variety of metal finishes, color fills and size.
Die struck or cast buckles in 2D or 3D sculpted.
Production 20 days after art approval.

BUCKLES
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BOOKMARK/SPOONS

Stainless Steel Bookmark
BRPRSS 

Die Struck Custom Bookmark
BRDSE

Die Struck Jumbo
Paperclip/Bookmark

JPDSE

Stock Spoon
SP-083 

BOOKMARKS
Mark the page with a choice of bookmarks, the classic spine 
or a stainless steel rectangle shape.  The spine bookmark
uses a 7/8” die struck emblem and the stainless steel
bookmark is 4” x 1”.  We also carry a jumbo clip style in
PVC or metal.  The jumbo clip has a 1-1/2” die strike metal
emblem or 2” PVC.   
20 days for overseas after art approval. 

SPOONS
For all those souvenir spoon collectors, display your
logo with the collectible spoon.  We offer a stock
souvenir spoon with a full color photo insert or
a custom die struck enamel emblem on a 5” spoon.
Production 5 days for in-stock
20 days for overseas after art approval. 

Custom Spoon
SP-080

Stainless Steel Bookmark
BRPRSS 

PVC Jumbo
Paperclip/Bookmark

JPPVC
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Our wide selection of Economy Bracelets offers a large range of branding options at an affordable 
price.  These bracelets are fun and stylish and are a terrific item for giveaways at businesses, schools, 
sports events, music events, etc. Smart choice with a slim budget to showcase your brand. 
Production 20 days after art approval  

ECONOMY BRACELETS

Sparkle Ribbon Bracelet
SPBCPLRibbon Bracelet

BCPL

Elastic Reflective Bracelet
BCELR

Elastic Wristband
BCRP

Full Color Wristband
BCRI

String Bracelet
BCSTECord Bracelet

BCCOCBD
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BRACELETS
Bracelets are an all-time favorite.
Our most popular charm or expandable wire bracelets come with a custom die struck charm.
And for something different, see our cuff bracelet, vintage heart or mesh sparkle bracelets to add
some stylish swag to your promotion.
Production 20 days after art approval. 

Charm Bracelet
Standard Link

BCLLD

Gold Tone
Expandable

Wire Bracelet
BC-979

Sparkle Mesh
Cord Bracelet

BSMC

Cuff Bracelet
BCD

Vintage Look Heart Bracelet
BC-1092

Nickel
Expandable

Wire Bracelet
BC-979

Charm Bracelet
Small Link

BCSLD
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BRACELETS

Leather Bracelet
BCLT50

Leather Wrap Bracelet
BCLTWRST

Leather Wrap Bracelet
With Charm
BCLTWRST

Braided Leather Bracelet
BCLTST

Leather Strap Bracelet
BCLT

Leather bracelets are a stylish unisex item and a good option for gifting to men and women.
Our line offers beautiful quality leather in a variety of widths and sizes.  Our leather bracelets can be 
designed with a debossed or hot stamp imprint of your company name, logo or message.
Production 20 days after art approval.
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ORNAMENTS
Show your holiday cheer with our full line of ornaments.
Great selection including our newest styles in wood and aluminum
or the traditional look with our line of cast ornaments with a full color photo insert. 
Production 5 working days. 

2024

Wood Teardrop Ornament 
0013-ONM-TPDP

Wood Globe Ornament 
0012-ONM-GLBE

Aluminum Snowflake Ornament 
ONM-0014

Angel Ornament
ONM-0008

Aluminum Oval Ornament 
ONM-0015

Aluminum Mitten Ornament
BASE-0020-ONM-MITTENS
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ORNAMENTS
The light from the sparkle is sure to cast light onto your logo.
3” cast ornament with glitter and accent stones.
Full color photo insert.
Production 5 working  days

Glitter Spinning Ornament
ONM-0010

Glitter Snowflake Ornament
ONM-0003

Wreath Ornament Ornament 
ONM-0005

Red Glitter Ornament
ONM-0009

Bell Ornament
ONM-0007

back side

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Fun holiday cast ornaments.
3” with a full color photo insert.
Optional red envelope packaging.

ORNAMENTS

Ugly Sweater Ornament
ONM-0016

Globe Snowman Ornament
ONM-0017

back side

Stock Design Ornaments 
ONM-0013

back side

Cast Oval Ornament 
ONM-0012
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The perfect party accessory wine charms and three die struck stock holiday lapel pins 
Production 5 working days

ORNAMENTS
Festive holiday ornaments 
Create your own holiday ornament with a full color photo insert.
Your logo will adorn any tree with these high polished ornaments. 

back side

Cast Snowflake Ornament
ONM-0011

Round Spinning Ornament
ONM-0006

spins

Candle Ornament
ONM-0002

Christmas Tree Ornament
ONM-0001

Stock 6 Piece Holiday Sets
DL-SS5

Ugly Sweater Pin
S21-0264

 Santa Hat Pin
S21-0265

Holiday Gift Box
S21-0266

          WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm-
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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ART  REQUIREMENTS:
All art (except for Photo Inserts)
require vector art �les – EPS, AI, or PDF. 
Photo Inserts require a full color, photo
ready  as we produce exactly what is
submitted.  If artwork is not submitted
with order, artwork will be provided by
Aminco’s in-house graphics department at 
$60.00(G) per hour.  Aminco has the right
to determine if artwork is acceptable. 
Additional art charges must be authorized
prior to work beginning.

CATALOGS & RANDOM SAMPLES:
Reasonable quantities of catalogs and 
random samples provided at no cost.
Client is responsible for shipping charges
of samples.

COMPLIANCE:
Our products comply with all applicable 
Federal product safety regulations.
If you have a question about state-specific 
requirements, please contact us for more 
details.

LESS THAN MINIMUM:
Less than minimum quantity is available 
only for certain items. Contact factory for 
specific information and quotation.

COPY CHANGES:
Please call factory for quotation.

Any cancellation or changes made after
the order is in process will be billed in
accordance with all costs incurred at the
time of cancellation or changes.  

CANCELLATIONS OR CHANGES:

RETURN POLICY:
Inspect all shipments for accuracy 
upon delivery.  All returns must be 
made within 15 days of invoice date.
Merchandise may not be returned without
a return authorization issued by Aminco. 

OVER/UNDERRUNS:
Every e�ort is made to ship the exact 
quantity ordered. However, for imprinted 
or custom merchandise, Aminco reserves 
the right to ship up to 5% over or under 
the amount of the order, and will bill 
accordingly.

CATALOG PRICING:
Due to changing market conditions, 
all the pricing for the items in our
catalog can be found on our website
at www.amincoasi.com. 

DROP/SPLIT SHIPMENTS:
$4 (X) per location plus freight. A typed list 
of location addresses and quantities must 
be submitted with order.

SHIPPING:
Aminco will ship according to customer’s 
routing instructions whenever possible. 
Purchase orders not indicating specific 
routing instructions will be shipped 
according to factory’s best judgment.
Aminco can only assure shipping dates 
from F.O.B. Point (Lake Forest, CA) and 
cannot be responsible for carrier delays.

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:
Distributor is responsible for all taxes, 
duties and other levies or costs 
associated with the shipment.
Factory is not responsible for delays in 
customs or shipment delivery delays.

CATALOG IMPRINTS:
Imprints, logos, or trademarks displayed 
on products in this catalog are for 
the purpose of showing production 
capabilities only. Such use does not 
constitute an endorsement of the product, 
nor does it indicate that the product has 
been used or purchased by the person 
or company whose name or logo appear 
on the product. These designs are not 
available for sale to anyone other than 
parties expressly authorized by the 
owners of such designs.

TERMS:
Invoice payments are due net 30 days 
with approved credit. All new customers 
will be required to submit 50% deposit 
with first order. Phone orders: Phone 
orders must be confirmed in writing, fax or 
e-mail. Visa, MasterCard, Amex, Discover 
accepted.

DIE CHARGE:
Die charges are service fees only and 
payment for such fees does not constitute 
ownership. All dies and materials used 
in manufacturing an order remain the 
property of Aminco International (USA), 
Inc. and cannot be relinquished. Aminco 
reserves the right to dispose of dies or 
tools without notice after a period of at 
least one year without reorder.

ALL PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
• 100% quality guarantee.
• Individual poly bag unless otherwise 

noted.
• Gift boxes mailers and custom 
  packaging is available. Please call       
  for quote.

• No charge for custom shape on       
  non-stock items.

BACK STAMP:
• Back stamp die: $50.00(G) plus running 

charge of $0.08(A).
• Serial numbers on the back, set-up 

$20.00(G) plus running charge $0.32(A).

CUTOUTS:
• Die for each cutout $30.00(G) plus 

running charge $0.10(A).

RUSH PRODUCTION:
Rush service is available. Contact factory 
for details.

PRE-PRODUCTION SAMPLES:
Preproduction samples are available 
$100.00(A) plus die and set-up charges.
Sample charges are refundable on order
quantity of 500 or more.  
Preproduction samples do add additional 
delivery time. 

DIGITAL PROOF:
Digital proof is emailed to expedite order
processing.  Product reproduction is
accurate but cannot warrant computer
screen color matches.
PMS colors are called out. 

Aminco© is a registered trademark of
Aminco International (USA) Inc. 
Cloisonné II™, Photoart™, Print Enamel™, 
Oro-Clad™,Soft Laser Cut Keytagz™, 
Bag Tagz™, Pinz™ Magnetz™, are all trademarks
of Aminco International (USA) Inc.
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AMINCO CAN SOURCE ALMOST ANY ITEM YOU NEED

Aminco not only offers a wide variety of products to meet your marketing and
promotional needs, we can also source products not shown on our website.

Whether you have a unique product you’d like us to source
or a sample you’d like duplicated, we can help!

Contact our customer service department with your request and detailed information
or a picture of what your needs are and we can provide you a quote.

Custom packaging, from printed cards, embedment’s, or other special
packaging, is also available. Just tell us what you need.

Aminco offers quality, on-time delivery, and dedicated customer service.
We’re known for high quality standards for both Social and Safety Compliance and

conduct periodic audits and tests on our products and factories to ensure compliance.


